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With the requirement for a spacecraft to maintain an orbital altitude band, a 
simple energy balance algorithm has been developed using a combination of radial 
distance and spacecraft specific energy for fixed-vector thruster control. While each 
trajectory produces a unique band, initial attempts at producing a pre-specified band have 
been unsuccessful. It is theorized that a certain radial bandwidth would conespond to a 
specific set of control parameters. and that by creating maps of the relationship between 
the two for various spacecraft configurations a method of maintaining the pre-specified 
band could be found. This thesis studies variations in spacecraft configurations and finds 
dependence of orbital bandwidth on thrust-tCHIrag ratio and ballistic coefficient. Also, 
within certain ranges of the control parameters, multiple trajectories produce equivalent 
radial bands. Analysis shows that all single-bum trajectories are characterized by similar 
efficiencies, and are less efficient than a Forced Keplerian Trajectory (FKT). 
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l. INTRODUCTION 
Optimizing orbil maintenam;e Irajeelories for low-Earth orbiling (LEO) spa(;ccraft is 
increasingly impurtanl as space agencies around the world slrive 10 maintain orbiting 
programs with shrinking budgets. Conceptually. an orbit may be maintained using a 
For(;cd Keple rian Traj ectory (FKT), where thrust is used to cancel drag. This would prevent 
orbital decay. maintaining a true Kep\erian orbit. While this str.ttegy is technically 
impractical due to limitations in thrust vectoring and thrust magnitude adjustments, it does 
provide a benchmark by which other st rategies may be measured. Whilc optimal control 
theoT)' \Ref. I], shows that an FKT is not the optimal solution to the orbit maintenance 
problem with respect 10 fuel, studies have yet to lind a traj ectory which is more fuel· 
effi(;ient. 
Historically, most orbit rehoost strategies have been bascdon Ihe Hohmann transfer. 
consisting of two thruster bums, where the lirst bum starts the spacecraft on an elliptical 
p<1th to a higher altitude,and the second bum circularizes the spacecraft'sorhit at the desired 
altitude. The Eccentricity Intercept Targeting and Guidance (ErrAG) tr.tjcetory developed 
by Gottlieb \ Ref. 2J notes variations of eceeutrieity, e, 'IS semi-major ax.is, G, and integrates 
back .... 'ards in time from the desin:d orbit. A two burn trajectory is developed which reboosts 
and circularizes the orhit while minimizing crrors in achieving tbe target orbit. 
A third orbit maintenance strategy proceeds from the notion that a spacecraft must be 
maintained within a specific radial band. A space station, forexamp1e, must be maintained 
within an altitude band that can be reached hy various launch vehicles for servicing and 
manning requirements. A precise, circular orbit is not necessary. Witl.! this in mind, a single-
bum trajectory , boosting the spacecraft asit nears thc lower altitude boundary. then al lowing 
it to dC('H) \wcr time. would maintain the required band while reducing thc number of 
required bums, and perhaps, the fuel required for orbit maintenance 
{';lUls IRef. 31 and Wilsey 1 Ref. 4J developed a eornputermodel for such a strate g), 
using various parameter variations 10 optimize the tnljeclOr;. While their results show that a 
single-bum trajectory is less fuel-efficient than the 1-1<T benchmarL further study is 
warranted. In addition, an accurate method of predicting the actual controlled radial band!s 
desired 
By non-dimensioualizing the equations of motion, greater ciarity and precision will be 
achieved when varying the control parameters. These results will be Ilsed to create maps of 
radius and energy which will allow better control of the spacecraft's radial band. 
II. DEVEI~OPMENT OF THE ORBIT MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE 
A. NON-OPTIMALITY OF A FORCED KEPLERIAN TRAJECTORY 
While optimal control theory techniques show that a Forccd Keplcrian Trajcctm) 
(FKT) is not optimal with rcspeet to fuel [Ref. 11, significant insight into the problem can be 
gained by looking into an extrcmely simplificd version of the orbit maintenance problem 
[Ref. 51. Ifan FKT is optimal, the thcory should lcad to an optimal control histol)' where 
thrust is equal to drag. 
Figure 1 Orbital band 
The problem may be simplified by stating that the only requirement oCthe control system is 
to maintain the orbit semi-major axis, a , and eccentricity, e, within such limits that the orbit 
remains within the specified band. These two orbital e!ementsdefine the shape oCthe orbit 
within thc orbital plane. This shape could theoretically vary from a circular orbil (e=O) 
where u \'arie~ from Rm1n to Rma, (see Figure I ), to an elliptical orbit with pengee equullo 
RmLfl :lnd ;lpogee equal to Rma, , with r variation dependent upon the sin' of the band 
Further simplification is possible by looking only at the portion oflbe problem relating 
to ~emi-major axis, u_ This leaves a one degree-of-freedom sy~tcm foroptimizatioll.lo get 
an equation of motion for semi-major axis, the work-energy theorem is used 
L\.E", JF-ds (ll 
This can he used to relate the specific mechanical energy of the orbit to the forces involved, 
namely thrust and drag 
d, _(T-D1dS 
dt - ---m-)dt 
(21 
Recalling the definition of the specific mechanical energy, f --= -If i 2a. 
(3) 
Thi~ leads to an equation for u, 
(4) 
The other equation of motion for the system comes from the rocket equation 
(5) 
where the' specific implll~e.I'rand tht' an'eit'ration dut" to gravIty are multiplied to define the 
exhaust velocit)' of the engine. \'e 
l'he final majorsimpli[ication t'omes from focusing onlhe band to he maintallled. 
When attempting to maintain a small enough band, the change in a i~ smaiL so the squ3n"d 
teml is essentially const.ant. AddtlionaHy, such a band would require a smal! change in 
velocity,t.v, to mainlain it. Thus, v is also assumed to be constant. These assumptions allo\\ 
Equation 4 to be rewrittcn as 
(6\ 
where k is a constant 
The optimal control problem is now formulated as finding the control histol)' that best 
transfers the spacecraft from some initial condition a" to some final condition u.r The 
optimality criterion is minimi7.ingfuel bunted, which can be stated as maximizing the final 
mass. The problem constraint is the available thrust, which is dcfined as 
Thrust is the single element of control in the simplified problem. hom optimal control 
theory, the llamiltonian is 
_1~_2::.'rr_ A.kD 
rn v r rn (8) 
when' t,~ and "m are the Lagr<lnge multiplIers, orcostates of the system, corresponding to 
the semi-major mus and nlas~ respectively. 
Pontryagin'>. Maximum Principle (PMP) states that at every point on the trajectory of 
the system. the optimum control history maximile~ the Hamiltonian. St.ated mathematlcall~ 
(9) 
By examining Equation 8,it is clcar that the-control variable, T, that maximize~ the H-
functIon depends upon the sign to the quantity in brackets. which is called the switching 
function. s 
A k f. 
s=~-~ 
m , 
Noting the constraint upon thrust, application oflhe PMP shows that 




Called a bang-bang controHer, this optimal control history contains no reference to drag: 
therefore the optimal control for such an orbital transfer docs not define thrust equal to 
drag. The Forced Keplerian Trajectory is thus shown not be the optimal comrul method 
8. ORBIT COl'o"TROL STRATEGY 
It is desired to maintain a spacecraft within a specified radial hand. llsinga single 
thruster firing to re\most the spacecraft wilen it nears tile minimum radius. Wilsey IRef. 41, 
shows that such a scheme is possible using radius and spacecraft specific energy as control 
V::lrdmeters. figure I shows such a radial band, defID.ing radii aud energies. 
1(\ filCililalt' Ihis oroitalcuIltrol scheme, jl jS llece~~<try to iniliak Ihrusterfiring pnor to 
the ~p<Jeenart dec<I;,ing to the minimum altitude. and shut down thrusters prior to g<lining 
the rna;.,illlulII altitude. Thrusterfinng is controlled by orbit radius, wjth 
br=R,.-r tl , 1l2) 
where rtil is the radill~{)fthru~lcr initi<ltion. Sp<lceemft ~pet:lfic energy is lhell1ll0nilored 
throughout the bum. with Ihrllslercut-off occllrring when 
(13) 
with Etll beillg specific energy at thruster cllt-off. By specifying value~ for Or <lnd t.r.!J. 
1l1lJlirnUlIl and maximllill radii will beachievtd.dcnoted by Tmn lilld rm" R'spectively. Thi~ i~ 
picturtd III hgure 2. 
Hgure 2 Thrust COlllrol Parnllld('r~ 
Tht, l"h();l"t>~ for hr :C1l10 Fib will prodUCt a unique lIlHunum h<lflU, hUI what values 
c()rre~p(Jnd to the desired band? Does a ~pccific, desired h.1nd produce a ~pecific trajectory'.' 
How do the b<lllds and associated trajectories var) with changes III ~raceeraft panuneters 
'llch a~ thru~t-Io-drag ratio ~r)/':("'jfic ill1plIl~e. and hall isric coefficit:nt" R()~s. Paul~. and 
\Vilsey IRef. 61 propo'>t a simple "energy-balanee" algorithm where 01 ,HId F"h are varied 
until the desired radlill band is achieved [Appendi:c AI. Ry following this procedure. and 
mapping Or and Eth as they vary with the actual band atlained fordifrercnt spacecraft 
(>onfiguratiQn~. a rciationship between the parameler~ i~ ~[)u~hl which would rCn!DI e the 
need for iteratiou and allow orbit trajectory prediction. 
C. DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTIOl'li 
The initial jJl,e~tigalion of a single bUn!, low-earth orbit trcljector) wil! be simplified by 
a~suming an orbit which is initially circular. The spacecmft is a non~!ifling (biunt) body, 
therefore the only aerodynamic force which affect~ it is drag. The t',temal force~ t!lU~ 
perturbing the orhitare aerodynami(' drag, gravity, and throst. J .(loking at the orbital 
dynamics as a two-body problem, the coordinate system ma) be defined as shoy,n in 
Figure 3. 
FiguN' 3 Orbital Coordlllate System 
The equations of motion for this system are 
(14) 
a ='\'~ 
" - m 
(15) 
wherc a, ,md <i1rare the r<ldial and transverse l'omponents of the illertial accder<ltiun. ~F, 
aud ::::J;tr arc the ~um'i ufthe rcspeclive forces, and rn is the ~pa("clTaft m'l%. As seen in 
Figure J. drag alld thmst C::11l each be broken into componelll~ 
D,=-Dsin .. y; n~=-Dcos:';' (l6a&h) 
T,=Tsin .. o., T"=Tco~.o., il7a&bl 
where)' denotes the f1ight pnth angle (between the velocity I't"etoranu the tmnsl'erse axis). 
and a represents the thrusterele\"ation <Ingle (het\leen the thrust I ector and the twnsverse 




where u is the earth's gra\·itationfll parameter. and 8 is the angular position of the spacenaft 
D. NONDIMEl'ri"SIONALIZATION OF THE EQUATIONS Of MOTIO:"< 
When dealing with an orbital system. the use of standard dimensional units leads to 
large variations in numbe~ that cause compuLational emlrs. To counter this and to belter 
stud) the effects of van at ion of certain parameters. a system of canonical unit~ i~ del·e!opeu 
to nO!l-dimensionalil.e the equations of motion 
1. Oefinitions 
1'0 nondimcnsionalize the equations, base unit~ for length. mass. and 11IllC arc 
defined. 1 he ba~e length is the radius of the target orbit, willeh IS defined as l11c midpoint or 
the desired rddial band, and is denoted D) ft>. The hase mass IS the lmtlal spacccrall mass, 
:t;:~ ;~; ::!eno~ect by mp. Th~ b:tsc time is defined as the period of a circular orhit al a radius 01 
rh divided by :b1. .. and is denoted hy tt>, 
120) 









In addition to the three "hasic" units, a base unil for density i~ also defined, and denoted 
by pt,. Using a local exponential densit) model with atmospheric scale height 13 
(24) 
]0 
Ph i~ defined Ol~ equal to p". N()ndiITlen~i()nali/ing B wilh rl, and selling [,,'1 equal to ro 




Ttns i~ used in Ihe ddennination of drag. as drag IS given by 
(26) 
where A i~ the ~urfaee area, (',llhe dragcoefficienc and \ the spacecraft velocity. A table of 
4u;Hltitie~, th~lr nondimensionalized cousins and relating factors is gwen in Appendix B. 
2. Equation ~ondim('nsionalization 
The above definitions arc used to develop the nondimensionalized vanahl~ 
where primes dcn()l~ a nondimcnsionaliled paramctcr differentiated with re~pectlo time 




where the nondimcnsionalizcd values ofholh drag and thrust components [Ire related to their 
dimcnsionalil.ed e{)unlcrpart~ by the same faetor 
131) 
3. Parameter Development 
To study the effects of varying spacecraft de<;i!!n parameters un the orbit tra.Jeetory 
and thcirrelated hands, nondimensionalized parameters are developed \\ hich repre~ent 
ballistic coefficient. engine specific impulse. and thrust-to-drag ratio. These parameters c<ln 
be thought of a~ quantifying atmospheric effects, spacecraft shape. and engine sizinp. 
a. NondimensionalizedBaUisticCoefJicicnt, Ii 
Recalling equation 26, the nondimensionaliztion of drag requires the 
nondimensionaJized density defined above, p, and a nondimensionalized velOCIty. v 
ll~ing tht" velocity equation 
132} 
and the relationship" in equations 27 and 28 gives 
(33) 
12 
\\ 111ch IS 'llh~ltluled, along wilh p mlo eqlmtlOn 26 NlJTH .. ltlIlen~llJmlhliTlg drag lismg 
equation 31 gl\e~ 
D=.."pAC (34) 
B) definmg the balllstle cocffit'icnl as the bu~e ma\~ di\ Hied b) the product 01 the ~ur1'ace 
arca and the drag 'Oerficl~nt, 
(35af 
the nond][nen~ionall7.ed balhstle coefficient is then defined as 
t 35 bJ 
\\ hich leads 10 the final nonciimensionali/cd cC]uallon for drag 
(36) 
b, Mass/Thrust Parameter, p 
Fuel mass flo\\ and thnlst are n'!aled by the rocket etjuatlOn, 
(37) 
I-llilov.ing the cxample of equdllon 27 .... hen nondllIlenslOnai17.mg the dcnvatlvc of mas~ and 
u~lng the thru~t relatlOnshlp of equation 31. the nondimenslonallzcd nw~s flov. IS v.nlten 
(38) 
P=I,,,~},, 139) 
\anatlon~ In spacecraft specific unpulse.I,l' can be Incorporated in10 a final 
nomhmensionahzed equation for hoth mas~ llow and thrust 
m'=-p'f (40) 
The thru~l.to-drag ratio is defined a~ the thrust divided hy the drag at the target 
orbJl. As both thrust and drag are forces and thus nondimen~lOnah7ed by the ~anlt' faetors, 
thIs ratIo may be wtilten 
(41) 
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Ill. COMPtTTER MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
A. ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT 
OrigiTJally dcveloped by Pauls [Ref. 3[ and refined by Wilsey [kcf. 41, <l computer 
program, written in I-'ORTRAN. wa~ dc, eloped to simulate the orbital motion of a 
spacecraft. The mam routine controlled input. output, and subroutine calls. SlIof()ulines 
computed drug and orbitnl paranwtcrs. controlled thwsL and updated the equationsol 
motion. A fourth-order Runge-Kutla numerical inLegration routine was used to integrate the 
equations of motiun. The nondimcnsionalized e.quatiolls were simplified oy defining nC\\ 
~latl' \ariahles. which traTlsfonned the two second order differential equations into a set of 
four firq order differentials. 
R. STATE VARIABLE DEFlMTIONS 
A fjveeicment ~tuLe\ecIOL~. is defined as 
Xl'"' r (421 





The~e states can he nondimensionalized using the factors lTltruduced previously and 
~llbstitlltcd into the equations of motion. Combining equations 29 and 30 \\ ilh the 
nomliTllcns)onaii/.ed slale I'anabk~ produces 
(47) 
d;i' =- 2~"X' - x~m cosy+ XTtll coso: (48) 
As the night path angle, y, is a function of the velocity vector, the geometric functions can be 
represented by 
{49.a&bl 
Substituting Illest' relationships into equations47 and 481eads to the final equations of 




dx.., =_ 2x,x: _ Ox, +~cosu 
ut x, Inv X,ill 
(53, 
16 
d~S --pi (54) 
C. PROGRAM EXECUTION 
Program ex.ecution begins with the input ofvariables from the user as well as an input 
file (see Appendix A). Following the definition ofthe initial conditions. the DRAG 
subroutine is called. The first call establishes the drag ofllie FKT benchmark. Execution 
then enters the main loop. where drag is called again. computing the instantaneous velocity 
as wen as the density. With the velocity updated. the specific energy is computed and the 
CONTROL subroutine is called. This routine conlrols thruster activation and cut-off. With 
a thrust value thus detennined. subroutine EQN updates tbe equations of motion. RK4 is 
the fourth order Runge-Kuttaroutine that integrates the state variables. Right-path angle. 
fuel-burned totals and acbieved altitudes are updated once every radian, while the routine 
ORBELMfS updates the classical orbital elements. The equations of motion are updated 
5000times perorbit. whileall pertinent variables are sampled ten times perorbit. 
D. VALIDATION 
Since the program logic remains intact, the validation process is simplified. The initial 
baseline test consists ofrunning the program with the spacecraft in an initially circular orbit 
with gmvity the only external force. Radius. velocity, specific energy and angular 
momentum all remain constant. validating the basic equations without drag or thrust. 
The nex.t step in the validation process compares the trajectory produced by the 
modified version with tbose produced by the earlier program for a consistent set ofinputs. 
Since an in-depth validation is done by Wilsey (Ref. 4}. duplicating the results of the earlier 
version validates the modified program. The main difference between the two versions lay in 
the nondimensionalizing process. and tbe calculating ofinstantaneous spacecmft mass. To 
17 
acbieve universality. all input variables and parameters are already nondimensionalized. 
Using input values whicb correspond to tbose used in the earlier study. the modified version 
produces equi valent results. 
E. DEVELOPMENT OF "SMART" VERSION 
The aim of tbis study is to determine values of fir and Bth which will maintain a 
specified band, therefore a version of the program that accepts input values of br and Eth to 
simulate the trajectory is developed. This program is used as a test to validate the results 
obtained using the parameter mapping procedure. A listing oftbe program is found in 
Appendix C. while example input and output files are listed in Appendix D. 
18 
IV. PARAMETERMAPI'ING 
To remove- the- iteration on br and Cth which is required in the algorithm. a way of 
detemlining these control parameters for a given band prior to program c);ecutiun is 
ft·quired. In addition, the variations in the control parameters for different spacc!;faft 
configurations must be known. 
To achieve these goals and pos~ibly find a mathematical relationship bctweenlhe 
parametcrs, a mapping technique is used. Running the simulation for a specific space-craft 
eonfigllrdtion produce~ a set of trajectories, Multiple simulation runs for \ar1ous 
conjiguwtion~ produce~ a family of trajectory curves. Combining all oftbe tr<ljectories into 
a catalog ... berc tbc achieved band i~ graphed against Or and F-th would bypas~ the 
algorithm's iteratIOn process; for a given spacecraft cunfiguration and a de~irt"d orhital band. 
\'aluc~ for Or and Etb could be pulled from the maps and input into the control program 
A. PARAMETER VARIATION 
For this work. a spacecraft configuration is defmed as a set of the three 
nondlmensionalized parameters previously introduced. Five values for each parameter are 
combined 10 produce a database of 125diffcrent configurations. The paramdtr \alucs and 
theirdimensionalized counterparts are listed in Table I. These \'alue~ are chosen to 
represent a range of actual \alues for thrust-to· drag rdtio, ballistic coefficie[)1 and specific 
impulse (l'l'}.lncreasing values of TID represent moving up to more powerful rn()l[)r~ 
Increases in specific impulse. the amount of thrust per unit weight of propel lanl- arc 
reflected in deneasing values of p The I,p valtles reflect those of different propellent 
19 
syMern~. from cold ga~ propellants (i,p '" 100), to ionic propulsion ~ystems (lSI' == 30(0) 
IncreasIng \'alue~ for B, the nundimensionalized ballistic coefficient, represent an Increase in 
Tablt'l PARAMEI'ER VALlIE"> FOR MAPPING PROCEDURe_ 
TIJ) B (BI P (Isp) 
50 ROBe3 (50) 7.902eO (100) 
7, 1.202e4 (75) 3.!6!eO (250) 
lOll 2.404e4 (150) 1581eO 15(0) 
250 4.&1&4 (300) 7.902e-1 (1000) 
5()() 8.0i3e4 (500) 2.634e-1 (3<XlOj 
spacecraft mass, decrease in surface area, or both. according to equations 35 a and b. A 
repre~entati ve large orbiting piatfoml with the following characteristics 
mass:= 20,{XlO kg 
surface area == 60 m2 
drag coefficient == 2.2 
would have a balii<;tic cocfficlent of ISO kgim~. 
B_ PROGRAM MODU1CATION 
Two modified versions of the computersimulalion are used to accomplish the mappinl,'. 
One tracks the nondimensionalized orbital decay, Or, while Ihe other [Ol"USeS on the thruster 
cut-off energy, E,,_. 
I. Automatic variation of ordered band 
Both control parameters, Of and E'h> can be defined by an "ordered" band. The 
amount of orbital deca) defineslhc lowerbollnd. while the thrustefcUl-off energy defines 
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the upper bOI![l(j By varying tfus ordered band. a range of \alues fur hi' and E," can be 
SllllUlated and Tllapr~d A program loop add~d oUhlde of all ~lIbruutill~ calb and data 
output cornrn.ltlds aUlOTllilled repetltlOlI of the slInulation. allowing the ordered banJ 10 \ilr) 
from 50 kill to 0 "-m (v..hICh ,""auld sJllmlate the FKT). In 2.5 km lllCremcnts for each 
ordered band, the program simulated 50 orbits. or apprmamatei) three day\ of ~pilcecraft 
lhgh1 
2. "Bubbl(' sort" of minimum and maximum radii 
The ,,(;IlIal band of a trajectolJ IS defined dS the radial di~tance betw(:en the 
mInimum and maximum radiI that is achieved during the simulation. 'I wo 
nondlinenslOnah7edvariablc~. r m" and r m are initially defined as equal to the initial orbit 
radIUS. As lhe program sllnulates the trajectory and the instantaneous orbll radius is 
computed. it l~ compared to the two vanables Whenever the in~tantaneou~ radiu~ 15 less 
than the radlu~ held in f m,' the vanable takes on this new. lesser radius. Convl'r>dy, f m, IS 
updated to the instantaneouq radius whenever the orbit goe~ abovt' the current max.IJTIUJTI. At 
the end of J. tmjeetot)' simulation, r roo and r ",-, ..... 111 hold the minimum and maximum radIi 
achH'""ed. The variables are reset for each trajectory, produclllgan actual band corresponding 
toeachvanationinMandE" 
3, Aclual band ,"6. ordl'red band 
The purpose of the "ordered TI balld is tutoria!: it provides a way to VIsualize and vary 
the control parameter<; Or and E!h" Once the simulation is run, the ordered band lia, no real 
Significance. The actual radial band that IS acllJe\ed for the given set of control paramcter~ IS 
all that is of practIcal interest. An orbit m3!fltenance problem as developed here i~ defined by 
the band to be maintained, nol the imhvidual obit radii. AllY specified mimmum and 
mfl)Wllllm orhll )"llOli tom] a )"lldla\ hand By looking allhe achieved band ralher than Ihe 
nllllllllllm and maximum radii separately, the dimension of the probkm IS reduced 
C. MAPPING ACTUAL BAND VS. of AND E", 
Output from each ufthe parameter-mapping versions t'on~ists of the \allle~ oflbe 
rc~pt:'cti\'e control parameter and the corresponding actual band produced. An eXl1mplc plot 
for thruster cut-off energy i~ sho\\n in Figure 4. Thi~ depiction of the trajectoT) is then 
cumbincd \\lth ~lmill1r tnljcctol) curves corrcspondlllg todiffercnt ~pacecraft 
configurntlOns. producmg a catalog oftra]<,ctories. Wlth a specific spl1cecmft and a required 
band to \J.e maintained, values of the control parameters or and E,,, {;an be pulled from the 
plots and used 10 maintam the spacecraft'sorblt, removing the need for JleratlOllIII Ihe 
propmerl algonlhm. 
AduevedBand 
Figure 4 Example map of achIeved band VS. thruster 
cut-on energy 
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V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Analysi~ of the parameter rnap~ consists of investigating the cffect~ of spacecraft 
parameter variation ou achieved band. While 125ditTereut spacecraftcoufiguration<; are 
catalogued, investigatiun i~ focused on fourconfiguratioll~ which best exhibit thc noted 
phenomena. Thefo1!owing configurations arc studied: 
Confi" 5.13 Confio 234 Config 342 
TID..:: 500 f/D;= 75 TID = JOO 
B=-I50kg/rn~ R::=J50kg/rn2 B=-300kgirn2 
J 'I' = 500 sec J,p 0- J 000 sec I,p = 250 ~ec 
The prefix D or E- on the maps indicate the source file of the data; D represenb actual 
band plotted against orbital decay i Or'l, while F represents actual band plotted against 
lhru~tcr cut-off energy I:F,";. The first digit refers to TID ratio, thc second to B. and the thini 
to l,p' On each plot, only one parameter is varied. 
Accurac) of the mapping technique is also te~ted b) lIsing thc control parameters in the 
"smart" version of the simulation and notiTlg the size of the actual band achievcd. All figures 
discu~sed are Ineated in Appendix E. 
A. VARIATION OF SPECIFIC IMPULSE,lsp 
Fjgure~ J through 4 show the effects of varying a spacecraft engine's specific impulst" 
In all cases, thc effect of varying I,p is extremely small. Figure I shows no \anation hetween 
trajectories_ It is also nOLed that Ihe curves for actLial band vs. or exactly malch the shape 01 
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the actual band vs. E,,,. This isdue to the way the control parameters are varied together, 
using the concept of the "ordered" band introduced in the previous chapter. 
Figures 2, 3, and 4 all show families of trajectory {;urves corresponding tospat'ecraft 
whose configurations differ only in the value of their engine's specifit· impulse: thrust-to-
drdg ratio and ballistic coefficient remain constant withincach figure. While individual 
trajectories differ, the general shape in each case remains the same. Also, as tbeactual band 
narrows, the tntjectories become practically identical. This convergence represents identical 
control parameters producing equivalent bands for different spacecraft configurations. 
Recalling the definition of the mass/thrust parameter p (equation 39) and Table I il is 
clear that despite large changes in spc<.:ific impulse, the parameter p remains a small number 
that varies little. Figures I through4confinn that variations in ~pccific impulse have little 
effect on the orbital band maintained using the single-bum algorithm. 
8. V ARIA TlON OF BALLISTIC COEFF1CIENT 
Figures 51hrough 8 show the effects of varying the spacecraft's ballistic coefficient. 
Again, the valucs ofthmst-to-drag rafioand (in these cases) specific impulse remain 
constant throughout each figure. Comparing the trajectories in any oftbe individual maps 
shows considerably more effect on actual band by variation of ballistic coefficient than was 
produced by varying specific impulse. 
Gencrally, the size of the actual band fora given control parameterdel"Tease~ with 
increasing values of tbe nondimensionalized ballistic coefficicnt. Figure 5shows this trcnd 
with only small deviations. Figures6and 7 show larger variations between individual 
trajectories. bUlthe shrinking of the actual band does continue, Figure 8 shows less 
variation. whlch points towards a relationship hetween the ballistic coefficient and the thrust -
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to-dr~g rMw. 'var}Ulg halll~ilc coefficient ha~ k~~ of an Influence on configurdtwns "Ith 
iHrgcf\aiuc_ot riD 
Rccalling equatIOns 35 and 36. Illcreasmg spaeecraft mass or redurmg spacecraft 
surface area lead~ to an innea<;e in hallistlc cllefficienL ""hich In tnm decrease~ drag. As the 
thru,lcrs morleled in this ~imulahon operate at a cOllstan! thrust, tho<;e configuratIOns with 
larj!e thrusterva!u("s feel little effect from the dccrca~e in drag." hile those \\lth smaller 
thrusters, and thl.l~ <;mal ler TID r,nio~, more easily "sense" the decreased drdll. With thmst 
and drOll-' smaller. the algonthm IS better able 10 control the actual hand 
C. VARIA nON OF THRUST·TO-DRAG RATIO 
Filwre, 9 through 12 sho" the effects of varying the spacecraft's thrust-to-drag ratio 
J-"2ch plot represents a family of spacecraft With consistent \"alue~ofballistic coefficient and 
spccific impube, bl.ltdifferenl TID ratios. Cornparing indi\ idua! triijectOl)' curves Wllhlll a 
map shows that increasmg thruster size generally increases the actual orbital band achieved. 
A~ with ballistic coeffi,'lenl vanatlOn, the effects of varymg TID are more profound than 
'" hen changing specific impulse. Once agam, the effect of large thrusters is most noticeahle, 
as the} seem to cancel out irregularities present in configuration~ possessmg smaller 
thrusters. III each figure, the trajectory corresponding to that configuration with the large~t 
thrust-to-drag rail a (TID = 500) IS a smooth curve, and III some case~ almost a straight lille. 
Larger values for TID ratiomhibit the single-bum algorithm: fora given value of either 
control parameter. a larger thruster produces a larger band Smallerthmsters. \\- hich ma) be 
thought of as bemg more responsive to this control scheme, produce a lighter urbltal band 
D. MULTIPLE TRAJECTORIES FOR A SPECIFlED BAND 
An assumption made dunng the fomlUlation oflhe singk-bum algonthm and the 
mapping procedure covered here deal~ WIth the relationsh)p bet"ccn the control paranlC"tcrs 
alJ(i the hand the) produce Given a 5pacecrafL and a ~t't, periodic thruster finng s('hedule 
(defined values of Or and E,,,), a certain radial band ""Ill be maintained, Tht' parameter 
mnppwg tcchlllquc essenti<lll) reverses this proces5, starting ""ilh the rt'qUlred radll!1 band 
and lookwg at the rcqulredthru5tlllgscheme 
It ~eem5 rcasonable (0 assume that since a unique thru~tcr finng schedule produces a 
,pe('lfic radtal band, the con\erse ""ill al~o hold: a certain radi<ll hand w1l1 yield unique 
values of oi and E,) ,A~ can he seen in Figures 2 through 12, this is not the casc. On each 
map. there i~ a rcgion ""here a ~peeific hand can be produced h) multiple \alue~ of each 
control \anable, Such a choice bct\~ecn control pammetervalue5could lead tll ne\, 
optimizing opportunities; wruch trajectory i~ "best"'Vroinvestigat£' this development, the 
"smart" v('[sion of the simulatIOn is used to study different thnlstcrfiring schedules for a 
spccific spacecraft configuration. 
E. "SMART" PROGRAMVALIDATIOS 
Figure i3 shows the two plots rclatmg actual band 10 the control parameters for 
Configuration 234 introduced previousl). Fornondimensionalizcd radial halld~ between 
approJi.llIlately .0076 and .0095 times the ba~e orbit radius, there are three possihle value'i 
for hath control paramelers, To validate the smart program and investigate the control 











The values of Of and E,), corresponding to each trajectory are used by the smart progmm to 
generate the specific simulation for.50 orbits. 
1. Traj~tory comparison 
The orbit radius of each individual trajectory is shown in Figures 14 through 16. A 
combined plot is shown in Figure 17. While each trajectory produces a radial band of 
comparable width, the bands and the thruster firing patterns are quite different. Figure 14 
shows Trajectory 1 's decay to initial thruster firing takingjust over ten orbits, followed by a 
long bum. After thruster cut-off the orbit's eccentricity is quite significant, as seen in the 
rhythmic variation in nondimensionalized radius (Rbar) as the orbit decays again to i' 'h' 
Figure 15showsa similar pattern for Trajectory 2, with a smaller orbital decay and a shorter 
burn-time. 
Figure 16showsa much different paUem. Decay to the initial thruster firing occurs 
rather quickly, with the orbit proceeding directly toa highly eccentric slate. The eccentricity 
of the orbit causes the spacecraft to hit the specified thrusting radius as well as the thruster 
cut-.off energy more frequently. The orbit actually becomes an ellipse whose apogee and 
perigee are bounded by the minimum and maximum radii of the orbital band. Noting the 
minimum and maximum radius values for Trajectory 3 plotted in Figure 16and the 
definition of eccentricity 
(55) 
the eccentricity is found to be approximately 0.0043. Figure 18 compares the eccentricities 
of the three trajectories, and that of Trajectory 3 confinns the computed result, as it tends 
towards a steady-state value of approximately O.(X)4S. 
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2. Efficiency comparison 
Given these differing bum patterns, which one is best? A perfonnance index must 
be defined to be optimized; this study looks at maximizing fuel efficiency. Figure 19 shows 
the mass offuel burned for each trajectory, as well as that for a Forced Keplerian 
Trajectory, 
It is clear that the conclusions made by Wilsey [Ref. 41 are confinned; none of the 
single-burn trajectories are more fuel-efficient than an FKT. What is of interest, however, is 
that the average slope of the fuel-burned curve appears independent of thruster burn pattern. 
Regardless of the frequency and length of thruster firing, all three single-bum algorithm 
produce the same average fuel burn rate. 
3. Variation or Orbital Simulation Length 
In comparing these trajectories, it is helpful to look at different orbital parameters, 
including'spacecraft specific energy. The nondimensionalized specific energy is defined as 
f={--{- (56) 
and is shown for each orbit in Figure 20. The near vertical increases in specific energy 
correspond to thruster firings; the greater tbe rise in energy, the longer the bum. Trajectory 
3 quickly reaches a state where the specific energy is tightly controlled by a high-frequency. 
short-burn schedule. With only two burns showing forthe other trajectories, however, 
sound conclusions cannot be drawn; more data is required. An additional series of 
simulations is run fOTa period of 100 orbits, with orbit radius, specific energy, and fuel 
mass burned shown in Figures 21 through 24, respectively. 
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a. T,.nsition to IJ Tight Energy SttJle 
From Figure 21, it is seen that Trajectory 2 undergoes a significant change around 
its 65th orbit; the radial band maintained expands significantly. Comparing the three 
trajectories in Figure 22, it is seen thai Trajectory 2 transitions to a tightly governed energy 
state vel)' similartothat reached earlier by Trajectory 3 (although the energy level of 
Trajectory 2 is higher). This transition appears due to the eccentricity of the orbit increasing 
to a point where the orbit grazes the prescribed band; the perigee and the apogee of the orbit 
are consistently in contact with the bounds defined by the control parameters, as shown in 
Figure 23. Despite the change in the thrusting pattern and the increase in radial band size, 
Figure 24 shows that the slope of the fuel·bumed curve remains consistent, above that of the 
FKT. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was to create a catalog of control p3mmeter maps for various 
spacecmft configumtions. using a proposed single-bum trajectory algorithm for low-earth 
orbit maintenance. Such maps are used to remove the iteration required in the algorithm 
(Appendix A), assuring maintenance oftbe desired band and removing the need for human 
intervention in the control process. Additionally, study oftbe relationships between control 
and spacecraft configuration parameters led tonew insights into the orbit maintenance 
problem. Finally. comparison of al1 single-bum trajectories to the Forced Keplerian 
Trajectory (FKT) benchmark for optimization offuel-efficiency cowd not corroborate the 
optimal control theory finding that the FKT is not the optimal trajectory. 
The FORTRAN simulation developed by Pauls [Ref. 3] and refined by Wilsey [Ref. 4] 
was further modified by nondimensionalizing the entire simulation. then developing two 
versions to accomplish the panunetermapping. A ~smart" version was aJsodeveloped which 
would accept as input the control parameters mapped out in the thesis. thus testing the 
validity of the plots. 
Three nondimensionalized spacecraft configtmlltion parameters related to thrust-to-drag 
ratio. ballistic coefficient, and specific impwse were defined and varied thrnugha range 
practical values. TheirindividuaJ effects upon the spacecraft's trajectory were studied. 
Variations in specific impulse produced little change in the trajectories. Variations in 
ballistic coefficient and thrust-to-drag ratio produced more pronounced changes between 
trajectories. with acoupling noted between the two. While increasing the value ofthe 
ballistic coefficient generally decreased the size of the maintained band. the inft ucnce of the 
ballistic coefficient was significantly reduced for high thrust values. High values of TID 
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produccd largcr rddial hands, and also seemed to cancel out any orbital irregularities prescnt 
In sp:J.cccraft with smaller.le% powerfl!l thmslers 
An interestl!lg discovery was th,,! a speclfir wdial band could be produced by difft'renl 
combinations of control parametcr~: the relationship hetl'cen an orhital band and a thruster 
firing schedule W;'IS not Onl' to onc. Thj~ allowed foTfurther optimimtion studies, as a 
cerrain single-bum scheme might actl",lly be supcrior to an FKI 
While tht" FKT was shown to be consistently betterth:ln all single-bum tr,~ectorics in 
thi~ ~tudy. the differences Hllhrusterfiring patterns proved intriguing. Different tr~ljeCl[)rics 
producing compawb!c radial ha!ld~ had drastically differcnt thmsterfiring times and 
frequencie&. High orbit ccceTitricity, where the orbit'<; peri[1ec and apogee wcn' bounded b~ 
the rddial band, sent the trajectory intoa periodic, high-frequency. low burn-time thmsting 
scheme, where specific energy varied little. Fuel-hum cur\'e~ for each sin.gle hum trajcctof) 
maintained a consistent slope, even after the orhit trdnsitioned to this lightly governed 
specific encrg) state 
This thesis opens the door for furthersludY:ls welL since some questions were 
unanswered, and new qucstions have arisen. A companson orlhe single bum algorithm loa 
dual bum algorithm such as E1TAG rRef. 2J is warranted. While not superiorto all FKT, a 
single hum orbit maintenance algorithm may still be bctter than the dual-bum solmion. 
Additionally, what effects do other orbital parameters such as flight-path angle and 
spacecmft velocity havc upon thetr..ljectory'? Is the transition 10 the lightenerg} state 
globally valid? And on a grander scale, what i~lhl.' optimal orbit mainten:lllce strategy?What 
fonn ofbang-b:lng control will minimize fuel burned and provide the mo<;t efficient means 
of maintaining a continued presence on orbit') With man's continued rre~ence ill space 
seemingly contingent upon maximi7.ing performance and efficiency while rninimizm§': cost, 
such study is certainly warranted. 
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APPENDIX A 




~ (=) ~(*) ~ 
radius: r RBAR 
." 
MBAR mb 
time: t TBAR 
" velocity: v VBAR ."/,,, 
II energy : E EBAR ./." 
II thrust : T THBAR mnn./ ..... 2 
density: p R1IOBAR P' 
drag: D DBAR mblb I 'tu2 
ballisticcoeft': B BBAR PbIb 
mtlSioi flow: MDOT MDOTBAR mb/tt, 
atmscaleht :~ BETABAR 11." 
angular momentum : h HBAR 1'b2 /tt, 
semi-major axis : a ABAR 
." 
thrust/drag parameter : Td TDBAR TBAR I DOBAR 
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A. PROGRAM LISTING-
PROGRA \1 ORBrvtAlNT 
APPI:ND]X C 
ORHMAIl'.'T isa self-contained, nondlmensionallzed urbit mamtendnce progrdrll 
that ""in control the orbit of one bod) orbJting another. The progmm consists oj a main 
routine contmlling input. output and subroutine calls, and five subroulHle~ which 
compute atmosphenc drag, the equationsofmollon, the standard orbital element'>, and 
the number and durat10n of thmster fmngs. A 4th order Runge-Kutta integrator IS llsed 
to ~olve the equation~ of motion. The program also perfonTI" comparative cakulati,)fl~ 
































nondlmenslOnalized orbit radius 
nondimcnslonahzcdorbital mdial velocity th,,,, 







initial nondirncnsionalilcdorbit rddius 
initial nondimenslOnalized spacecradft TIlas 
number of orbits to simulate 
time increment step sile 
print interval step size 
atmospl"lencscalehelght 
nondimensionalized thmst-to-drag ratIO 
nondlmensiona!ized balli~tic coefficient 
nOlldimensionalized masslthmst parameter 
thrust a.llgl~ 
nondimensionalized orbItal decay: RORAR·RTHHR 




































nondlmensional ized angular momcntum 
keplenan fuel burned per program Iteration 
total I..eplenan fuel bumed 
llondimensionaIlFcd m<l~~ offucl burned 
nondimensionahzed orbit pen gee 
nondlmcnslOna!lzed orbIt penod 
nondi mcn~ionalilcd atmosphenc density 
nondlmensionahzed radlU~ of thru~lerfinng 
~imulati()nstoptirnc 
nondimensionalizedspactlTdftlhrusl 
nondimcllslonaitzed spacecraft thrust capahilit) 









PI=DAI AN( 1.00+(0)*4 on 1·00 
J=5 





OPEN( 10, rlLb'inpul', S-[ ATUS='OLIJ') 
OPEN(20, ALb'orbpar', STATUS='NEW'j 
OPENI30, ALE='orhel', ST ATUS-",'NEW') 




RLAD( 10.1 ) ROHAR,MOBAR,FORBIT ,STEP .PRNr .BEI AHAR. 
*TDBAR.BHAR.l'BAR 
f-<ORMAT( HXl.2IX.DIS.9)) 

















XBAR( 1 )",ROBAR 
XBAR(2HJD+O 
XBAR(3)=OD+O 
XBAR(4l=( lIROBAR)** 1.5 
XBAR(5)=MOBAR 









C call DAAG todetemlme initial and keplerian atmospheric drag 
CAIJ"DAAG(BBARXBAR.BEIABAR.VBAR.UBAR) 
DOBAR=DBAR 
C commence calculation loop. call DRAG lodeteonine sic velOCIty and aIm drag 
100 CALLDRAG{BBAR,XBAR.BETABAR,VBAR,DBAR) 
C detemline sic energy 
EBAR=(VBAR*VHAR)/2.0-( l/XRAR( I J) 
C detemline spacecrafT thrust capabdity 
THBRCAP,..TDBAR*DOBAR 
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C udenlllne h'plenan thmst (::-mmo~p!l<'nc drag) 
THBRKEP- DORAR 
call CONTROL to fire or shutdown thrustcr~ 
CALL('ONTROUETHBRXBAR-THBAR.RTHBR.EBAR.THBRC-APJ 
call f-::QN tn update the orhital eglnllon~ ofmotioll 
(:ALLEQN{DBAR-XI3ARXBDOT.VBAR.TflBARAIJPfiARYI:lARJ 
C call1{K4 to uothe runl'e kutta IntegratioTl over lime 
CALLRK4(TBARXBARXBDOl·.l,STEP.lNDCXl 
C 
C check for completion of rungc-l..utWlDlegralo[ If not done. loop back to 100 
IF (INDEX .NE. OJ GO TO 100 
C fUnge-kutta complete: upcbte vanables/oreomputation of orbital e1ement~ 
( and output 
OAMMAR=AT AN(XBAR(2)I(XBAR( I )"'XBAR(4)) 
GAMMAD::-GAMlvlAR* IRO.O/)+OIPI 
C compute !lIght palh angle dunng thrustlllg. THGMA 
c 








FUEl XEP= THBRKEP*PBA R*STEP 
TOTKEP=TOTKEP+FUELKEP 
IF (RBAR .LE. RMNBR) RMNBR_RBAR 
IF (RBAR .GE. RMXBRJ RMXBR=RBAR 
A(TBAND=RMXBR-RMNBR 




C check ifpnnt interval acheived. if not, skipuuput section 








J FORMAT(2XY6.2,IX.f<11.93X,f<'8.63X.H 1.9.1X.rll.9.2X,F841 
C 
WRITB40,4)TI3ARI(2.0*Pl)J)RAR,GAMMAD,THHAR.TOTKEP 
4 FORMAT( lX,F6.2.2X.rI2.9.IX.t-10A.IX.fll.9.IX.1S.12) 
C 
C once pnnnng completed, rcselcountcr 
KOllNT _0 










C DRA(i calculates the spacecraft veloClt)' and the atmospheric drug acting on the 
C spacecraft. US11lg a local exponential atmospheric denSJl)' In(Jdcl 
C 
c 
SL;BROL 'T1Nf:DRAG(BBARXBARBCT ABAR. VBAR,DBAR) 
IMPIJOT REAL*8(A-H,M-Zl 
DIMENSION XBAR(S) 
C calculate ~pacecrnft velocity 
VBAR..:::«(XBAR(2)*XBAR(2»)+(XBAR(I)*XBAR(4Jl**2)**O.5 
C calculate nondimensionaliled atmospheric denslt) 
RHOBAR:-...EXP( -BEf ABAR"'(XBAR( I )-1)) 











IMPLlClT REAL *8(A-H,M-Z) 
DIMENSION XBAR(S) ,XBDOT(S) 
PI =DAT A N( 1.OD+OO1*4.0D+OO 
A=XBAR( I )*XBAR(41*XBAR(4) 





H,,-THBAR *COS(ALPHAR)/(XBAR(5)*XBAl{( I)) 







SUBROUI'[Nt: ORBr.LM I'S! r.HARRHAR,V BAR.(JAMl'.1.AR,ECT AHAI{, 
*AP{)CiEE,PERICiELPRDBARl 
IMPLICIT RrAL"'8(A H,M Z.I 





PROB=\ 1.0+2 O"'bBAR*IIBAR*HBAR) 
















C RK4 docs the fourth urder runge-kutta integralion 
C 
c 
SUBROUrl NI::; !{K4(TBAR,xBAR,XBDOT .1 ,STEP,INDEX) 
IMPLICIT RI::AL *8(A-H,M-Z) 
INJ'EGER INDEX,I 
DIMENSION XBAR(S),xBDOT(S).5AVED{S),SA VFX(51 
lNDEX=INDEX+l 




10 XBAR(lJ=SA VEX(I 1+O.5D+O*STEP*XBDOT(I) 
lHAR;;;oTBAR+O.5D+O*S·rEP 
REf URN 
DU 20 I=U 




SA VED(ll-=SA VEDI11+2.0D+0*XBDOT(lJ 
30 XBAR(ll_,'-,/\VEX(l)+STEP*XBDOT(I) 
c 
TRA R=THA R+ 0.5D T OO*S·I'l:.P 
Rl::;'TLJR!\J 
~ DO.+ol:::lj 





C CO!'oITROLdetemlilleslfthe spacecraft is within radIal and energy Ilmlh prcscnbcd 





IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.M-Z) 
DIMENSION XBAR(5J,XBDOT(5) 
C check If thruqers alread\' on 
IF rTHBAR ,EQ. THBRCAP) GOTO 100 
C check if orbIt rddius is less than or equal to thrustmg radllls 
IF (XBAR(J) .LE. RTHBR) THEN 
C check if sle energy is less than or equal tothruStlllg energy 
IF (EBAR .IE ETHRR1THEN 
if both are true. then IIrc thrusters 
THBAR=THBRCAP 
EL"iE 







C check if sic energy IS greater than thru<;Ling energ). if so, tum off thrusters 

























B. SAMPLE OUTPUT FILES (tbrolJgb 20 ()rhll~) 
SPArECRAFf CONFIGllRATION' 234 
TIO.75 R:150 Isp:l000 
REQl llREO BAND 0.006035 
DLTRBR 0.001035681 
cTHBR- -0.499482695 
ACHIEVED BAND: 0.0059946 
RLF. ORBPAR 
ORBIT RADIUS VEI.OCTTY RJH BURNeD 
1.00 0.999733807 1.0001330&3 O.OOOOOJOOJ 
2.00 0.999457389 1.000271285 O.OOOOOJOOJ 
3.00 0.9'..19169910 1.000415031 0.000000000 
4.00 1.003238879 0.997268162 0.002423820 
5.00 1.003357471 O.tJ97127460 O.(}()26443(]8 
6.00 1.003534507 0.996949890 0.002'::113851 
7.00 1.003ffl()()')f. 0.996803384- 0.0031B2619 
8.00 1.003794299 0.9966883 13 0.003451645 
9.00 1,003Ri469] O.lJ96606844 0.003720414 
10.00 1.003919779 0.996560448 0.003988924 
liDO 1 CX)3930433 0.9965<:m59] 0.004257950 
12.00 1.003904591 0.996572859 0.004526460 
13.00 1.003843996 0.9%631972 0.004795487 
14.00 1.003747894 o 9%72621q 0.cX)5063997 
15.00 1.003617000 0.996855001 0.005332249 
10.00 1.003452807 0.'::197016952 0.00560050 1 
17.00 1.003257604- 0.997209856 0.0058690 11 
lKOO 1.003034742 0.997430684 0.006138037 
19.00 1.0027):0;5952 0.997677081 0.()()64()6547 
























ORBIT SEM-MAJ ~ FCCTCTY APOGEE PERIGEE PeRIOD 
1.00 0.W9733728 (UXIOO02 0.999736079 0.999731376 6.280~ 
2.0() 0.999457127 0.000005 0.';/')9461975 0.999452278 6.27XI 
300 0.999169364 0.000008 0.999J76R7J 0999161858 6.27'14 
4.00 1.()(X)956Ssg O.OC)3012 1.004017094 0.997986175 6.2926 
5.00 J,{X)()956558 0.()(HOI3 I.cXB972874 0.997940243 6.2922 
()JX) lJ)()()954109 OJlO1(X\R 1 JI03%5144 0.997943075 6.2922 
7.00 1.000951()95 0.003003 1.003957068 O.99794S122 6.2q22 
8.00 1.[)(]()94g4()4 0.002999 1.003950002 0.997946805 6.2921 
9.00 1.000945566 0.002995 I.CXl3943187 0.997947945 6.2921 
lO.OO 1.0Cl0942563 0.002991 1.003936143 0997948982 6.2921 
11.00 1.0IX)9..j.C()67 OJXJ2<J8R I.CXJ3930476 0.997949658 6.2920 
12.00 1.000937151 0.002985 1.003924458 0.997949844 6.2920 
13.00 1.000934713 OJ)029R2 1.003919724 0.997949702 6.2920 
14.00 1.000931822 0.002980 1.003914742 0.997948902 6.2920 
15.00 J .OOO92X684 O.00297R 1.003909285 0.997948082 6.2919 
16.00 I J)0092551 0 0.002975 1.003903572 0.997947449 6.2919 
17.00 lJJ0()922520 0.002973 1.003898246 0.997946794 6.2lJ19 
18.00 1.000919936 0.002972 I JJ03894303 0.997945570 6.2919 
19.00 1.0009 16822 0.002971 1.CX)3890236 0.997943408 6.2918 
20.00 J.(XlO9131..j.5 0.002969 1.003884904 0.997941385 6.2918 
FII.E ORllCTC 
ORBIT DRAG GAMMA THRUST R<T FlIEL 
]oo 0.00002 I 599 ,OJXJOI o.(]()(]()()(]()( 0.000103273109 
2.00 O'(JOO022462 -0.0003 o.(]()(]()()(]()( 0'(XX)206546218 
3.00 0.000023396 -0.0004 0.000000000 0.000109819327 
4.00 0.(x)()()13114 0.1157 O(]()(]()()(]()( 0.0004 I 3092436 
5.00 0.(X)()012893 0.1045 0.000000000 0.000516365544-
6.00 0.000012571 0.0888 0.000000000 0.000619638653 
7(]() 0.000012313 0.0721 o.(]()(]()()(]()( 0.CXXJ7229 I 1762 
8.00 0.{)()(JOI2114 0.0546 0.000000000 0.()(X1R261!>4871 
9.00 0.0000 I 1975 0.0365 o.(]()(]()()(]()( 0.000929457980 
10.00 O.O(XXlll899 0.0179 0.000000000 OJx>1012731ORY 
lloo 0.000011880 -OJlOO9 0.000000000 0.001136004198 
12.00 0.000011924 -0.0197 0.000000000 0.00 12.19277307 
13.00 0.000012028 0.0382 o(]()(]()()(]()( 0.001342550415 
14.00 O.lXXlOI2194 -0.0563 0.000000000 0.CXll445}m524 
15.00 0.00CXJ12424 -0.0737 o.(]()(]()()(]()( 0.00 1549096633 
16.00 0.OO(XJ12718 -0.0902 0.000000000 OJX>1652.169742 
17.00 0.0IXJ013078 ·0.1056 O(]()(]()()(]()( 0.00 1755642851 
18.00 ().(X>0013500 -0.1197 O.()()()(XX){)()() o 00 185R9 I 59bO 
19.00 0.0000 1.\98X -0.1324 O.OOOOOJOOO 0.001962189069 
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